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Power tool
Quarter sheet sander



Milwaukee recently introduced 
their new design aesthetic 
across most of their products. 
The thing is, it looks like the 
quarter sheet sander got left out 
of this overhaul, leaving it with-
out any of the key forms that 
are present across the 
Milwaukee line.

What needs fixing?
Brand imagery 



Release clip Remove paper

Flip & Repeat

Flip & Repeat

Place paper on pad
manuver sander for 
proper leverage
(cussing optional)

Attempt to fold 
paper under clip

Push clip into place

In my time working in the wood shop, there was one tool that 
students were always asking for help for, and that same tool 
constantly frustrated the supervisors as well. That tool was the 
quarter sheet sander, and man was it annoying.

The cause of all of this frustration lies in the mechanism that 
attaches the sandpaper to the sander; its the opposite of 
intuitive, takes to many steps to operate, and is way to 
awkward to operate. 
 

What needs fixing?
User friendliness



Mechanism Ideation
This was the real headache, making a mechanism simple enough to 
mass produce, sturdy enough to put on a sander, and easy enough to 
use to validate replacing it. After exploring a variety of ideas, I settled on 
what I feel to be the perfect solution. With a low number of parts, and 
only a single movement to operate it, this new mechanism is superior 
to the old and confusing wire system currently on the market.



Aesthetic sketches

To bring the quarter sheet sander in line with Milwaukee’s current 
aesthetic, a lot needed to be changed from the current model. The 
current sander is a very simple form, and the only thing that really 
ties it to the brand is the color scheme, and with Milwaukee’s 
dynamic look, that’s just not enough.  
 
Taking cues from Milwaukee’s current line-up, I redesigned the
 sander with key features that are prominent throughout the brand. 

I chose to focus on the sharp lines and chamfered edges that help 
bring all Milwaukee tools together, I also worked to incorporate the 
distinctive lightning bolt detail in the grip that can be seen on 
nearly all of Milwaukee’s power tools.



Final Design: Photoshop renders

standard size dust bag

striking profileprominent features

iconic lightning bolt on the grip

strong branding imagery

new quick clamp mechanism

rubberized grip for comfort

The new indent is placed 
lower, so that its not just 
stylish, but it also improves 
the ergonomics of the 
squared off grip.



new quick clamp mechanism

standard size dust bag

iconic lightning bolt on the grip

strong branding imagery

Ben Grundwerg- UCID 2015

Final design: Keyshot 



Orthographic
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Exploded view

1) lower casing- ABS         2
2) upper casing- ABS w/
 rubber                        2
3) Electrical cord                1
4) Wiring                            1 set
5) Brushless motor             1 set
 assembly
6) switch assembly             1 set
7) switch cover- rubber       1
8) Torx screws- steel           7
9) Phillips head screws-      12
steel
10) Bearing- steel               3
11) fan- zinc coated steel   1
12) air-flow vector               1
13) sanding pad                 1 set
assembly- foam, rubber,
ABS, steel
14) springs- steel                4
15) guide rods- steel           6
16) lever- ABS                     2
17) bracket- ABS                2
18) clamping wire- steel      2
19) dust bag assembly        1 set
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Getting started

After parting off my model for the rapid lab, I used a variety of technologies 
to produce it. 

I made the top and the button from a 3D powder print (Zcorp 650), the l
ightning bolt and the clamp mechanism using a FDM plastic printer, the 
bottom from 80 lb REN (Bridgeport Machining Center), and the hardware 
for the new mechanism was ordered from the internet. 

Thanks to good dimensioning, everything fit together perfectly. Now it was 
time to make it look like a real sander. 



Making it ready 

With all the parts back from the lab, it was time to sand and prime all 
the pieces. 

This meant that all the surface nicks from machining had to be filled and 
sanded down until the whole model was nice and smooth.

Then each part was sprayed with high-grade primer (Sherwin Williams 
G2A147 automotive), sanded, sprayed again, and re sanded; time and 
time again until the part was absolutely perfect. 



The painting process

Getting the right finish is all about using the right 
materials, in the right order, and doing so VERY 
carefully. 

In my case, this meant a special undercoating 
paint to simulate the rubber grip, and special 
automotive paint for the body. 

Painting the body took place over three steps. 
First was the white base coat, this was to allow 
the red to be true to its color. The second coat 
was the red base coat to give it the Milwaukee 
look. The third and final coat was a textured coat 
over the red to make it look like the real deal. I 
accomplished that by pulling the paint gun away 
from the model as I painted it, allowing the paint 
to coagulate a bit as it flew to the model. 



Nailing the details

I am a firm believer that a great model is made by the small details being right. 
Even if you nail the design and get the paint perfect, when it’s put all together, it 
wont look right unless all the little things match up to the real thing.

 That being said, I tried to add as many realistic touches as I could. 

I attached a current Milwaukee dust bag (no need to change that), put a real 
power chord on it, used a (modified) sanding pad from a real sander, cut the 
heads off of Torx screws and put them in the properly placed holes, laid out and 
made a warning decal matching all the information from the current sander, and 
hand-made a Milwaukee decal for the side. 

All of these details helped add up to make the model look just like the real 
production model would look.



Final model

After all of that, here is the final result; my design for 
the new Milwaukee quarter sheet sander. 

This is a 1:1 scale model of my final product, the 
clamping mechanism works (to prove that the 
concept works), and the weight is pretty close to the 
real thing. 





Fixing THE fixer-upper 
re-designing a hammer handle

How can you improve a 
hammer? All you do is 
hit stuff with it...



This was me
well not literally me, but I did 
the same thing

Back in the summer of 2010, I did regular 
volunteer work with the local Habitat For 
Humanity, building affordable housing for low-
income families. I mainly did framing work, 
which means lifting, cutting, and LOTS of 
nailing. 

The nailing wasn’t all that bad when I had the 
nail gun, but when I only had my hammer, I 
started to notice some issues with the Alpha 
and Omega of hand tools.  

Most modern hammers have a little groove on 
the top of the head. The function of this groove 
is to hold the nail to the hammer so you don’t 
have to risk your thumbs when setting the nail 
in the board. Unfortunately it wasn’t very 
accurate, so most of us volunteers just set the 
nails the old-fashioned way.  
 
With this in mind, I set out to design a hammer 
handle that has at least two dedicated zones 
on it. One zone at the top for short, 
accurate swings to set nails, and the other at 
the bottom for powerful swings to drive the 
nail home. 



Ideation
sketches and stuff

exploration of di fferent    
forms for the hammer 
head 

How to attatch a 
hammer head to a 
handle



Refining the final form 

Alias model

foam iteration

REN prototype
(testing bottom grip)

REN prototype
(testing top grip)

I decided to go with a more organic form, 
allowing the handle to feel natural in the 
user’s hands. 

I made quick foam iterations from an Alias 
model to perfect the form before I made 
the final form out of 40lb REN.



Final product 

a wide upper body for a 
stable grip

a thumb notch for 
accuracy and comfort

an axe-like lower body 
for superior grip at high 
speed

the middle area clearly 
sperates the top from the 
bottom, and provides a 
good all-purpose grip



Sample Projects
a quick glance at some of my other work



This set takes cues from the from the Lamborghini 
Aventador without becoming overly  complicated. 
The icons on the pieces are designed to be evoke 
a feeling of motion, and the racing stripe makes it 
clear that this is an automotive chess set. 

Chess Set
Goal: to design a chess set based around a 
family of form



Final model



The purpose of this exercise was to 
explore retro stylings of a product that 
doesn’t exist yet. I chose to take styling 
cues from the mid 1940s-early 1950s 
and apply them to a ‘hover bike’ 
concept. 

Retro-Futuristic



The goal of this project was to learn about the manufacturing 
process and produce a design that could be sand cast in aluminum, 
and easily sanded to the desired finish. After deciding on my final 
design, I made a 3D model with tolerances that would allow for the 
casting process. Once the cast was made from the milled pattern, 
it was sanded to the desired finish. 

Images: 
-SolidWorks Model 
-Pattern for sand 
cast
-Cast being sanded 
-Final

Belt Buckle



Sketches
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Thank you for your consideration
please don’t hesitate to contact me


